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STAR 5

Názov školy:

Meno a priezvisko žiaka:

Počet bodov:
(Doplní usporiadateľ)

Let yourself shine
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1. Choose and circle the correct word.

1. go / do / make  my homework 6. brush / come / get up  my teeth

2. go / do / get  up 7. go / finish / get up  to sleep

3. put / get / go  on my jacket 8. watch / do / put on  TV

4. get up / go / have  to school 9. have / brush / listen  breakfast

5. put on / listen / do  to the radio 10. do / come / have  a shower _____ / 10

2. Use the correct words from exercise 1 to complete the sentences.

A. I _________________________ at 7 o´clock.

B. They _________________________ in the evening.

C. I ____________________________ in the morning. 

D. I _________________________ after school. 

E. I _________________________ my jacket when I go out.

F. They _________________________ by bus. 

G. I _________________________ at home.

H. I _________________________ in my room.

I. I _________________________ after breakfast. 

J. I _________________________ at 9 o´clock.   

  

_____ / 10

Let yourself shine
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3. Are these sentences correct? Write T for true or F for false.                                                                       

Lucy Adam
MONDAY

1. Lucy hasn´t got an umbrella. ___ 6. Adam hasn´t got a bike. _____

2. Lucy has got a horse. ___ 7. Lucy hasn´t got a pink camera. _____

3. Adam has got a dog but he hasn´t got a snake. _____ 8. Lucy has got Art on Tuesday. _____

4. Adam hasn´t got PE on Monday. _____ 9. Lucy has got a cat. _____

5. Lucy hasn´t got a budgie. _____ 10. Adam has got a watch. _____

_____ / 10

4. Find the correct verb forms of the 3rd person. Then write them on the line.

SHE HE

IT

1.____________ 2. ____________  3. ____________ 4. ____________ 

5. ____________ 6. ____________ 7. ____________ 8. ____________

_____ / 8

dos watches gets up paintes

comes swims takees workes

washs playies goes cries

lookes stays reads eates

THUESDAY

Let yourself shine
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5. Read the text about Tom´s busy day. 
Circle the correct answer.

Tom´s busy day

Tom is a student at university in London. He studies History there. 
It is his first year of school but he is a bad student.
Every day he is very, very busy. He gets up at 7.30, he runs to his bathroom and he brushes his teeth. He  
doesn´t have time for a shower. Then he has only green tea for breakfast. At 8.00 he goes to school by bus. 
He gets to school at 8.25. He starts school at 8.30. He is sometimes late for school. He never has lunch at 
school because he doesn´t have time. Tom usually comes home at about 4 o´clock in the afternoon. At 4.30 
he has dinner. He really likes pasta for dinner. After dinner he sometimes watches TV, plays the guitar but 
he usually goes out with his friends. He comes home at 2.00 or 3.00 at night and he goes to bed because he 
is very tired at this time. Tom never does his homework. He hates it and of course, he doesn´t have time 
for it. Isn´t his life busy?

1. At 4.00  he has dinner. 4. He has only black tea for breakfast. 

2. He gets up at 7.30. 5. He is in his second  year of school.

3. Tom´s university is in Dublin. 6. He starts school at 8.30. 

_____ / 6

6. Help the children. Put all these words in the correct groups.

kitchen toilet Slovakia
bread England twenty
London lion cake
eleven living room
spider

FOOD ____________ ____________

ANIMALS ____________ ____________

ROOMS ____________ ____________ ____________

COUNTRIES AND CITIES ____________ ____________ ____________

NUMBERS ____________ ____________ _____ / 12

Let yourself shine
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7. Read the words. Then write them to the correct prepositions.

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________ __________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________ _____ / 10

8. SHORT ANSWERS. Put a tick           next to the correct answer.

1. Are you American? A. Yes, I am. _____ B. Yes, I do._____

2. Is your name Maisy? A. No, it isn´t. _____ B. No, it doesn´t. _____

3. Is this your laptop? A. Yes, it is. _____ B. Yes, it does. _____

4. Are you my new teacher? A. Yes, I am. _____ B. Yes, I do. _____

5. Is that your cat? A. No, it isn´t. _____ B. No, it doesn´t. _____

6. Are they from Slovakia? A. Yes, I am. _____ B. Yes, they are. _____ 

_____ / 6

1789 Friday

night

autumn

April

six o´clock

the morning

half past seven

ON AT

IN

my favourite day

Monday 
morning

Let yourself shine
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9. Choose the correct option and then colour the box.

1. I see three _____ in the room. 4. How many _____ have you got?

2. My _____ are cold. Where are my socks? 5. There are many _____ flying in the garden.

3. There are two _____ on the floor. 6. Are there any _____ in your team?

_____ / 6

10. Complete the sentences with A, An or  -.

1. He has got _______ big nose. 4. That´s _______ interesting job!

2. Are you _______ good friend? 5. They are _______ very good students. 

3. There is _______ apple on the table. 6. Have the Smiths got _______ yellow car?

_____ / 6

A. woman

B. womans

C. women

  B. box

D. men

A. boxes

D. childrens

D. boxies

C. children

C. boxs

C. foot

A. childs

B. childes

A. man

D. 
a woman

B. foots

B. mens

C. mans

A. feets

D. feet

A. butterfly

B. butterflys

C. butterflyies

D. butterflies   

Let yourself shine
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11. Check the body parts. Choose and circle the correct word.

1. eye foot ear

2. hand leg nose

3. arm mouth legs

4. legs knee foot

5. knee hand nose 8.

6. ear head arm

7. eye nose ear

8. legs hand knee

9. mouth eye arm

10. foot ear legs

_____ / 10

12. Find 6 musical instruments. Underline them and then write them on the line.

GFMKPIANOGDBERVIOLINFSGDRUMALSKEU

BDNEMTRUMPETDGEHSJDFETLSDEANAPO

AERORFLUTEADERTAPAPGUITAREPROTIKL

1. ___________________ 2. ___________________ 3. ___________________

4. ___________________ 5. ___________________ 6. ___________________   _____ / 6

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Let yourself shine


